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Fast disruptions by ballooning mode ridges and fingers in high
temperature, low resistivity toroidal plasmas

Robert G. Kleva and Parvez N. Guzdar
Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742-3511

~Received 31 May 2000; accepted 16 October 2000!

The nonlinear evolution of ballooning modes in high temperature, low resistivity tokamaks is
investigated. Convection cells driven by unstable ballooning modes rapidly convect the hot central
plasma to the wall in ridges whose two-dimensional poloidal projection resembles fingers. As the
resistivity h is reduced in magnitude, the number of fingers increases, with the width of each
individual finger becoming more narrow. Importantly, the rate at which energy is transported to the
wall is unchanged ash is reduced. Because of the increasingly fine scale fingers generated ash is
decreased, the time scale for diffusion across the fingers is independent of the magnitude of the
resistivity. As a consequence, the magnetic field lines are decoupled from the plasma~not
‘‘frozen-in’’ ! even ash approaches zero. The limit of resistive magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! as
h→0 is not the same as ideal MHD withh[0. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1331098#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most serious impediment to the practical and e
nomic utilization of tokamaks as fusion reactors is the lim
tation on the plasma thermal pressure imposed by dis
tions. The ratiob of the thermal pressure to the pressure
the confining magnetic field provides a measure of the e
ciency of a magnetic confinement fusion reactor. Opera
at high b is very desirable because it yields a large fus
reaction rate relative to the cost of the confining magne
field. However, experimental attempts to increaseb beyond
a critical limit bc have been thwarted by an abrupt, ca
strophic loss of confinement.1 Just prior to this loss of ther
mal confinement duringb limit disruptions in tokamaks,
small growing oscillations are observed on electron cyc
tron emission detectors.1,2 But these oscillations are onl
seen on detectors observing the largeR side of the torus,
whereR is the major radius of the torus, and not on tho
observing the smallR side, indicating that the oscillations ar
ballooning in character. Our magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
simulations of tokamaks3 have demonstrated that tokama
at highb are unstable to ballooning modes that grow on
pressure gradient on the largeR side of the torus. Nonlin-
early, these ballooning modes develop into ridges of
plasma and valleys of cold plasma that extend toroida
along the outside of the torus.4 When projected onto a two
dimensional poloidal plane, these ridges and valleys have
appearance of fingers. The rate at which these fingers g
and transport energy is proportional to the magnitude ofb.4

At lower b the fingers grow more slowly and are halte
nonlinearly by a self-generated axisymmetric flow, and c
finement is maintained.4 But at higherb the fingers grow too
rapidly to be affected by the axisymmetric flow,4 and the
fingers of hot plasma rapidly convect across the magn
field lines from the center of the discharge to the wa
1031070-664X/2001/8(1)/103/7/$18.00
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thereby destroying confinement.3 Simultaneously, fingers o
cold edge plasma are injected across the magnetic field l
into the center of the discharge.

The gradients across the hot and cold plasma finger
our MHD simulations are only limited by the magnitude
the plasma dissipation. The grid of computational points
our simulations must be chosen dense enough to res
these gradients. Because there is only a finite amoun
computer memory available, the dissipation in our ear
simulations3 was necessarily large, much larger than that
the center of a hot tokamak, so that the gradients could
resolved with the available number of grid points. In order
account for the rapid loss of energy, on a timescale of ab
100 ms, observed during the thermal quench inb limit
disruptions,1 the rapid growth of hot plasma fingers from th
center of the discharge to the wall seen in our ear
simulations3,4 must persist as the dissipation is reduced
magnitude. Also, it has been claimed5 that the convection of
plasma across the magnetic field lines in our simulation
an artifact of the artificially large resistivity used, and that
smaller resistivity the plasma would be tied to the field line
We address these issues in this paper by investigating
nonlinear evolution of ballooning modes as the dissipation
reduced.

In order to reduce the magnitude of the dissipation in o
MHD simulations, a large increase in the number of g
points in the simulation is required, necessitating a large
crease in computer memory. By using a parallel compu
with multiple processors, we have been able to reduce
magnitude of the dissipation in our simulations by a factor
ten. From our MHD simulations of highb tokamaks at re-
duced resistivity we draw the following major conclusion
~1! The rate at which the hot plasma fingers grow from t
center of the discharge to the wall remains unchanged as
resistivity h is reduced in magnitude. The growth rate
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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determined solely by the magnitude ofb. ~2! As the magni-
tude of the dissipation decreases, the number of plasma
gers generated increases while the width of each individ
finger becomes more narrow.~3! The finger width decrease
with h ash1/2. As a consequence, the time scale for diff
sion across the fingers is independent of the magnitude o
resistivity. Thus, even though the resistivity is reduced
magnitude, the resistivity remains effective at decoupling
magnetic field lines from the plasma, and the narrow
plasma fingers are still convected across the magnetic
lines.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The eq
tions and numerical scheme that we use in our simulati
are discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we directly compare
nonlinear evolution of ballooning modes at both larger a
smaller values ofh. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate that th
convection cells associated with nonlinear ballooning mo
transport energy at a rate that is independent of the ma
tude of h. The importance of resistive diffusion, even
smallh, is shown in Sec. V. We summarize and discuss
results in Sec. VI.

II. EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL SCHEME

Our nonlinear simulations of highb tokamaks are base
on the resistive MHD equations for the magnetic fieldB, the
mass velocityV, the temperatureT, and the mass densit
rm :

]B/]t5“Ã~VÃB!1h“2B, ~1!

]U/]t1“•~VU!5JÃB2“P1m“

2U, ~2!

]T/]t1V•“T2“ik i“ iT50, ~3!

]rm /]t1“•U2D“

2rm50, ~4!

where the parallel gradient“ i5b̂•“ with b̂5B/uBu, the mo-
mentum densityU5rmV, the pressureP5rmT, and the cur-
rent J5“ÃB, for a plasma with resistivityh, viscositym,
parallel thermal conductivityk i , and diffusion coefficientD.
Equations~1!–~4! are solved in toroidal geometry (R,f,z),
whereR is the major radial coordinate of the torus,f is the
toroidal angle, andz is the vertical distance along the axis
the torus, with a square conducting wall of half-widtha in
the poloidal plane. The equations are given in normaliz
units6 in which the timet is normalized to the Alfve´n time
tA[a/vA with vA the Alfvén speed, and the resistivityh
5S21 where the Lundquist numberS[t r /tA is the ratio of
the resistive diffusion timet r to the Alfvén time. In our
simulations we consider a torus with aspect ratioA[R0 /a
53, whereR0 is the major radius of the torus. We genera
a toroidal equilibrium withb51.3%, whereb[P0 /Bf

2 (R
5R0) and P0 is the pressure at the magnetic axis. In th
equilibrium, the safety factorq51.1 at the magnetic axis an
increases monotonically from the magnetic axis to the w
The equilibrium mass density is uniform in space. The
pressure is the dominant source of instabilities in highb
tokamaks since the bulk of the thermal energy resides in
ions. At the core of a large hot tokamak (R05260 cm,a
580 cm,Bf540 kG, densityn5531013 cm23, central tem-
peratureT510 keV!, the Alfvén time tA'0.1 ms and the
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ion–ion collision time t i i '20 ms'23105tA . On time-
scales shorter thant i i , the ions are collisionless and strea
freely down magnetic field lines. With a time-dependent p
allel thermal coefficientk i5v i

2t, wherev i is the ion thermal
velocity, the time scalet i for the transport of energy a dis
tance s down a magnetic field line is given by the free
streaming resultt i5s/v i . The other transport coefficient
(h, m, andD) are discussed in Sec. III.

We solve Eqs. ~1!–~4! numerically on a three-
dimensional set of grid points inR, z, andf. The number of
grid points used in (R,z,f) is 30033003150. Derivatives
are evaluated using finite differences, and the equations
stepped forward in time using a leapfrog trapezoidal sche
The equations are solved on a parallel computer with m
tiple processors.

III. NONLINEAR BALLOONING MODE EVOLUTION

The highb tokamak equilibrium is linearly unstable t
ballooning modes with a broad unstable spectrum in toro
mode numbern.3 These modes grow on the pressure gradi
on the largeR side of the magnetic axis. Nonlinearly, th
ballooning modes develop into a series of hot plasma rid
and cold plasma valleys, whose poloidal projection has
appearance of fingers. The nonlinear evolution of these
gers is shown in Fig. 1. This figure is a plot of the pressure
the poloidal plane at toroidal anglef50, at various times
during the nonlinear evolution. The hottest, high press
plasma is located in the red region. The pressure decre
progressively through the yellow, green, blue, and violet
gions. The wall is located at the boundary of the violet
gion and the light blue region on the outside. Two differe
simulations are shown in Fig. 1. These simulations dif
only in the magnitude of the transport coefficients. For t
simulation on the left hand side of Fig. 1, the transport c
efficients h5m5D5331024, while the transport coeffi-
cients for the simulation on the right hand side are o
one-tenth as large:h5m5D5331025. The same initial
perturbation is applied to the equilibrium in both cases.

When h5331024 (S53.33103), the perturbation
grows and convects the hot central plasma out towards
wall at largeR in fingers. Most of the transport is dominate
by two large fingers, one above the midplanez50 of the
torus and the other below.~The up–down symmetry seen i
Fig. 1 is a consequence of the up–down symmetry of
initial perturbation atf50; the poloidal projection of the
pressure is not up–down symmetric at other toroidal angl!
Energy confinement is lost as the hot plasma fingers re
the wall.

When h5m5D5331025 (S53.33104), the pertur-
bation grows and again convects the hot central plasma
towards the wall at largeR in fingers. But a larger number o
fingers is generated nonlinearly at smallerh. For example, a
hot plasma finger convects directly outward right along
midplane z50 when h5331025, while there is no hot
plasma finger at the midplanez50 when h5331024.
While the number of plasma fingers generated increasesh
becomes smaller, the width of each individual finger b
comes more narrow. There are approximately three time
many fingers whenh5331025 than whenh5331024,
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Nonlinear ballooning modes. The series of plots shows the temporal evolution of the pressureP in the poloidal plane (R,z) at toroidal angle
f50. The hottest, high pressure plasma is located in the red region. The pressure decreases progressively through the yellow, green, blue, and vgions.
The wall is located at the boundary of the violet region and the light blue region on the outside. The transport coefficientsh5m5D5331024 for the
simulation on the left, whileh5m5D5331025 for the simulation on the right.
Downloaded 31 Jul 2001 to 128.8.86.16. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Three-dimensional structure of the pressure. Three surfaces of constant pressure~yellow, green, and blue! are shown for one quarter of the
torus (f50 to f5p/2) at t5300, with the yellow surface the hottest of the three surfaces. The transport coefficientsh5m5D5331024 for the simulation
on the left, whileh5m5D5331025 for the simulation on the right.
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and the width of each individual finger is only about o
third as large. The numberN of fingers evidently scales with
h as N;h21/2, while the widthw of each finger scales a
w;h1/2. Thus, there is more fine scale structure in the pr
sure as the dissipation decreases. But energy confineme
still lost at lowerh as the more numerous hot plasma fing
still reach the wall.

The full three-dimensional structure of the pressure
the two simulations is displayed in Fig. 2. This figure sho
three surfaces of constant pressure~yellow, green, and blue!
for one quarter of the torus (f50 to f5p/2) at t5300,
with the yellow surface the hottest of the three surfaces
surface of constant pressure consists of a series of ridges
valleys that extend predominantly along the outside of
torus. The hot and cold fingers seen in Fig. 1 are tw
dimensional projections onto the poloidal planef50 of
these three-dimensional ridges and valleys.

IV. THERMAL QUENCH TIME

A direct comparison of the temporal evolution of th
pressure for the two different simulations shown in Fig
demonstrates that the time scale over which energy con
ment is lost is virtually the same in the two cases, ev
thoughh differs by a factor of ten between the two simul
tions. In both cases the fingers of hot central plasma
reach the wall in approximately 300 Alfve´n times, or about
30 ms for the tokamak parameters given in Sec. II. Since
hot central plasma is being convected out towards the wa
largeR, as a quantitative measure of the rate at which c
finement is destroyed we consider the maximum of the m
radial component of the fluid velocity,VR,max. Figure 3 is a
plot of VR,max, normalized to the Alfve´n speedvA , as a
function of the timet during the nonlinear evolution. Th
Downloaded 31 Jul 2001 to 128.8.86.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
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solid line in Fig. 3 shows the temporal dependence ofVR,max

at smallerh5331025, while the temporal dependence
largerh5331024 is given by the dashed line. As the con
vection cells deepen and grow nonlinearly, the flow veloc
towards the wall at largeR increases monotonically with
time until the hot plasma fingers reach the wall. As a fun
tion of time, the maximum radial velocityVR,max is nearly
identical in the two cases. Although the resistivityh is re-
duced by a factor of ten, the rate at which energy is tra
ported to the wall is virtually unchanged.

V. MAGNETIC FIELD

While the convection cells generated by the nonline
ballooning modes distort the plasma thermal energy into
gers, at the same time the magnetic field is virtually u
changed from its equilibrium configuration. Vector plots

FIG. 3. Flow velocity to the wall. The temporal dependence of the ma
mum of the major radial component of the fluid velocity,VR,max, normal-
ized to the Alfvén speed,vA , is plotted. The solid line is the result fo
VR,max(t) when h5331025 while the dashed line is the result forh53
31024.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Magnetic field. The temporal evolution of the poloidal magnetic field is shown in a series of vector plots in the poloidal plane (R,z) at f50 for
h5331024 ~left hand side! andh5331025 ~right hand side!.
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the poloidal magnetic field at toroidal anglef50 are shown
in Fig. 4. The magnetic field plots on the left hand side
Fig. 4 are from the simulation withh5331024, while the
magnetic field plots from theh5331025 simulation are
shown on the right. In both cases, there is no discerna
difference between the magnetic field att5200 and the equi-
librium magnetic field att50. While the plasma therma
energy has been distorted into fingers of hot and cold pla
~Fig. 1!, no such fingers are seen in the magnetic field. In
ideal MHD approximation (h[0), the magnetic field lines
would be ‘‘frozen-in’’ to the flow and the convection cel
would generate fingers in the magnetic field, like the fing
in the pressure. But in our resistive MHD simulations, t
magnetic field lines have not been carried along with
plasma, but instead the plasma thermal energy has been
vected across the magnetic field lines even as the resist
h is reduced.
Downloaded 31 Jul 2001 to 128.8.86.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
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What little effect the convection cells actually do ha
on the magnetic field can only be seen by subtracting
equilibrium magnetic field from the total magnetic field. L
us define the differencedBpol[Bpol2Bpol,eq between the po-
loidal magnetic fieldBpol5(BR

21Bz
2)1/2 and the equilibrium

poloidal magnetic fieldBpol,eq. A plot of the magnitude of
dBpol in the poloidal plane atf50 is shown in Fig. 5. The
fluctuation dBpol from equilibrium is largest in the lighte
areas and approaches zero in the dark areas. For both l
and smallerh, the fluctuationdBpol from equilibrium is non-
zero only in narrow regions around the location of the fing
in the plasma pressure. Over these narrow regions resis
diffusion is important even though the resistivityh is small.
As h decreases, the regions wheredBpol is nonzero become
even more narrow, so that the gradients indBpol become
larger. For this reason, resistive diffusion remains import
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Poloidal magnetic field fluc-
tuation. The fluctuationdBpol[Bpol

2Bpol,eq of the poloidal magnetic field
Bpol5(BR

21Bz
2)1/2 from the equilib-

rium field Bpol,eq is plotted in the po-
loidal plane (f50) at t5200 for h
5331024 ~left hand side! and h53
31025 ~right hand side!. The fluctua-
tion dBpol is largest in the lighter re-
gions and near zero in the darker re
gions.
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even ash becomes smaller and, as a result, the magn
field lines are not tied to the plasma and there are no fing
in the total magnetic field. As a measure of the magnitude
dBpol relative to the equilibrium poloidal magnetic field, w
define the normalized poloidal magnetic field fluctuati
dB̄pol as the square root of the ratio of the volume average
dBpol

2 to the volume average ofBpol,eq
2 : dB̄pol[(*dBpol

2 dV/

*Bpol,eq
2 dV)1/2. The solid line in Fig. 6 is the temporal depe

dence ofdB̄pol whenh5331025, while the dashed line is
the result whenh5331024. Althoughh differs by a factor
of ten between the two cases, the results are nearly the s
and the magnetic field fluctuation is only about 1% of t
equilibrium field.

VI. DISCUSSION

There are indeed important qualitative changes in
nonlinear evolution of ballooning modes in tokamaks as
resistivity of the plasma is reduced in magnitude. The c
vection cells generated by the ballooning modes transpor
hot central plasma to the wall at largeR in ridges whose
two-dimensional poloidal projection resembles fingers.
the resistivity decreases, there is an increase in the numb

FIG. 6. Magnitude of the magnetic field fluctuation. The temporal dep

dence of the normalized poloidal magnetic field fluctuationdB̄pol is plotted
for h5331025 ~solid line! andh5331024 ~dashed line!.
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convection cells and an increase in the number of hot pla
fingers being transported to the wall. Concomitantly, t
width of each individual finger becomes more narrow ash
decreases.

But these changes in the nonlinear structure of ballo
ing modes serve only to keep the important transport phy
invariant ash decreases. At reducedh, the fingers become
more narrow and the gradients in the fingers steepen non
early until resistive diffusion becomes large enough to b
ance this nonlinear steepening. Since the scale lengths in
magnetic field fluctuation are self-consistently determined
this balance between resistive diffusion and nonlinear ste
ening, resistive diffusion remains important even as the m
nitude ofh is reduced. The time scaletd for diffusion across
a finger of widthw is given by td5w2/h. But as h de-
creases the widthw of the fingers decreases asw;h1/2.
Thus, the time scaletd for diffusion across the fingers i
independent ofh. For nonlinear ballooning modes, the lim
of resistive MHD ash→0 is not the same as ideal MHD
with h[0 because resistive diffusion remains effective ov
the increasingly fine scale structure generated ash→0. As a
consequence, the magnetic field lines are decoupled from
plasma~not ‘‘frozen-in’’ ! even ash→0, and the plasma fin-
gers are convected across the magnetic field.

And, importantly, the rate at which energy is transport
to the wall by the fingers is unchanged ash is reduced in
magnitude. This result is in marked contrast to disrupt
models based on magnetic stochasticity and/or magnetic
connection. In resistive MHD, the rate of reconnection
magnetic field lines scales with the resistivity ash1/2 and
there is a large reduction in the reconnection rate ash is
reduced in magnitude.7–9 But our nonlinear simulations dem
onstrate that confinement is destroyed by ballooning mo
at a rate that is both independent of the magnitude ofh, and
is as rapid as the sudden loss of thermal confinement
served duringb limit disruptions.

Although our results strictly apply only to balloonin
modes in a tokamak, these results may also be relevan
other MHD instabilities involving convection cells, like th
Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Cowley and Artun10 have inves-

-
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109Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Fast disruptions by ballooning mode fingers . . .
tigated the nonlinear evolution of the Rayleigh–Taylor ins
bility in an infinite slab geometry, using the ideal (h[0)
MHD equations. In their calculations, the density is su
ported by straight magnetic field lines that are line-tied t
pair of parallel walls. From the momentum equation, th
obtain an equation for the plasma displacement for a sin
Fourier mode. This equation is valid only when the wav
length of the mode is near zero, and only when the plasm
near marginal ideal stability. Their equation for the displa
ment is two-dimensional, and contains averages over
third dimension. Linearly, the plasma displacement of
Fourier mode exhibits a sinusoidal behavior in space. N
linearly, the peaks in the sinusoid steepen and resemble
gers. These fingers become infinitesimally narrow in a fin
time. In contrast to theseh[0 Rayleigh–Taylor results, we
do not see a similar finite time singularity in our resisti
ballooning mode calculations. In our calculations, the fl
velocity increases with time but remains finite. Furthermo
the time dependence of the maximum flow velocity rema
unchanged even ash becomes small, so the system does
approach a finite time singularity ash→0. Again, the limit
Downloaded 31 Jul 2001 to 128.8.86.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of resistive MHD ash→0 is not the same as ideal MHD
with h[0.
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